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This course is intended for
     •  Practitioners in academia or industry who want to use EM 

data to answer geoscience problems
     •  Industry geoscientists (geophysicists and geologists) who 

are not familiar with EM and its applications
     •  Graduate students and academia even if they have never 

used EM
     •  Researchers who want to carry out forward modelling and 

inversion of EM data.

Instructor
Doug is a professor of Geophysics, director of the Geophys-
ical Inversion Facility (GIF) and world leader in geophysical 
inversions. He is dedicated to making geophysics more useful 
for solving problems of relevance to society. Doug’s research 
career has focused upon the development of inversion method-
ologies and their application to solving applied problems in a 
variety of fields. Motivated to make geophysics more acces-
sible and engaging, he has and continues to lead efforts for 
distributing software codes and learning resource material for 
students and practising geoscientists. In 2017, Doug will be on 
tour presenting the SEG Distinguished Instructor Short Course 
with the intention of promoting fundamental understanding 
about principles of electromagnetics and how the different sur-
veys make use of these principles to tackle a broad spectrum 
of problems using EM geophysics.

SCAN THIS TO 
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Goals
1.  Inspire geoscientists to explore if EM geophysics can be 

relevant to their problem
2.  Build a foundation for choosing an appropriate survey based 

upon knowledge of physical principles
3.  From physical principles, set realistic expectations for what 

information you might be able to extract from a survey

Vision
Our goals for the 2017 DISC are to make a lasting, positive 
impact. Our objectives include connecting participants
with resources and technical material as well as fostering an 
EM community. In particular, our goals are to:
1.  Inspire geoscientists to explore the use of EM geophysics to 

help solve their problems
2.  Expand the visibility of SEG and applied geophysics to new 

audiences around the world
3.  Catalyze the building of a community of researchers and 

practitioners who communicate and work together on elec-
tromagnetic problems
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